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Color
Blindness
and
Beginning
Reading
by Dorothy A. Norton
authorities, with notable exception of Betts and Tinker, feel
that color blindness is not a
hindrance
to the beginning
reader.
Betts states, "It should be
clear to the teacher that children who are totally or partially
color blind will be frustrated in
those situations requiring color
discrimination. There is no excuse for failure to screen out
those who should be checked
more carefully." 1
Tinker
recognizes
"the
color blind child as one who
needs to be identified and given
special consideration
in any
work that calls for identification, naming and use of these
colors." 2
Monroe does not foresee any
problem in learning to read for
the color blind child. She suggests that color directions are
beneficial in the early stages
of reading.
She does recommend, however, "that the teacher identify the color blind child
and give him unobtrusive help
in finding the right crayon."3
Harris states that "there is
no evidence to indicate that it
has any effect on reading
ability." 4
Many other authors on the
teaching of reading fail to mention the existence of color blindness, or see color blindness as

Most teachers in the kindergarten
and first
grade
teach color discrimination
in
the initial stages of a reading
readiness program. It is felt
that a child can discriminate between gross differences in color
before moving on to the finer
discrimination
of
pictures,
shapes, letters,
and finally
words.
In the early stages of reading children are asked to read
directions that include color
words and to perform
the
directed task.
Examples are :
Color the ball red. Color the
chair green. The child normally
enjoys the task and the teacher
can make , some judgement as to
the child's ability to comprehend what he reads.
For the most part this is
a logical and an interesting way
to: proceed on the road to reading. Yet, medical statistics tell
us that 5.5 per cent of our male
population is color blind to a
severe degree, and another 5
per cent have a borderline to a
moderate deficiency in their
ability to discriminate between
colors.
What frustrations does the
color blind child experience?
What blocks to learning are set
up during their early school
experiences? Most present day
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have success in first grade next
year, but does not anticipate
any problems for the other two
in first grade. Due to the inaccuracy of the testing procedure, one can only speculate
as to what value, if any, the acquired information might be!
Color plates for testing the
non-reader are available from
commercial firms for approximately twenty dollars.
Omitting the kindergarten
boys, and tallying only the boys
vvith nine or more errors, we
found indications of nineteen
boys with defective red-green
vision out of a possible two
hundred forty boys, or 7.9 per
cent.
Of these nineteen, at the
present time five boys are reading on grade level, one boy is
reading above grade level, and
thirteen boys are reading below
grade level. This, may be of
little significance, but when
compared to their reading level
at the end of first grade some
questions can be asked. Eighteen of the nineteen boys were
(or are) below grade level at
the end of the first grade.
Was this low level of progress related to their inability
to discriminate between colors
or to assign the proper color to
the proper word? Unfortunately, there is no way to find out
at this late date ·.
Records show that five of
these boys were labeled "slow"
by their kindergarten teachers
and retention was suggested.
They were placed in a readiness
first grade as an alternative.
One, is now reading above

an obstacle to reading.
Two hundred fifty boys
were screened for possible color
blindness with the Pseudo Isochromatic Plates, engraved and
printed by the Beck Engraving
Co., Inc., Philadelphia - New
York, copyright 1940. There
are eighteen plates plus a demonstration plate in the set.
Each plate has a multiple of
varied colored dots on it. The
person with color perception
can perceive numerals within
the myriad of dots ; the color
blind individual connot.
Incorrect response to four
or less plates indicates normal
color vision. Incorrect response
to five or more plates indicates
defective red-green vision. This
test is neither qualitative nor
quantitative - that is, it does
not classify type of red-green
defect or the amount of defect.
No provision is made for detecting
defective blue-yellow
vision.
Since the incidence of color
blindness is minimal with females, only boys were tested.
Ten kindergarten boys were
tested. Since most of these boys
did not know the numeral names
they matched the plates with
pictures of numerals.
This
proved to be a long and tedious
process of questionable accuracy. As a result, no more five
year olds were tested.
Of the ten boys tested, four
were unable to match the required number of numerals to
classify as not being color blind.
Their teacher feels that two of
the boys are too immature to
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color decisions are removed (as
in second grade and up) the
child makes a more normal rate
of progress, but I realize that
the evidence presented is not
conclusive.
However, since color blindness does exist in a plus five
per cent of the male population,
and it can be detected with a
minimum of time and money,
it would appear that to test the
the entering kindergarten child
would be the humane thing to
do. Why not provide the teacher
with the information and tools
that would permit her to remove one frustration from the
lives of many children, for
whom one more frustration
might be "the one that broke
the camel's back" ?
( Dorothy A. Norton is an elementary teacher in the Livonia
School District.)

grade level. One was considered "slow" and was retained in
the first grade. He is now at
the very top of his class.
Of the thirteen boys in
grades two through six remaining, there is no kindergarten record on one and the rest were
labeled:
1 shy, apprehensive
8 very tense
1 defiant
2 well adjusted
Of the six that are presently in the first grade, only one
is labeled as a well adjusted,
bright boy. The other five are
labeled immature, tense and unready for second grade.
It would be easy to say
that the inability to discriminate between colors hinders a
child's progress in the area of
reading in the first grade ·, and
that when the requests to make
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CRITICAL READING (Continued from page 16)

around them. Good reading is
the pathway that leads to a
rewarding accumulation of that
knowledge . To get on this pathway, young children should be
taught how to evaluate all
printed material. They must

know how to choose only that
which will enrich an ever growing involvement in home, school,
country and world.
( Lucile Sebeson is a remedial
reading teacher in the Lansing
School District.)
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